
 

Reach More Campaign Update 
We often tell boys and girls, “You don’t have to wait until you are grown up to serve Jesus.” Similarly, we are finding 
that as we wait for the Reach More Campaign to fully “grow up,” we do not have to wait to do what we can to 
reach more for Christ — and the results He is supplying are exciting!  “Rest in the Lord and wait patiently for him 
[Psalm 37:7],” quoted GHH president, Jeff Awe. “I just feel that the Lord is really blessing. Here is something that 
we’ve wanted to do for years; and now that we [Jeff and Robin] have come off the road and we have the time to put 
into it, the Lord is sending the money.”

Reaching more is already happening!  

The Podcast 
Off Hand: with Stephen and Lydia, our weekly audio podcast, continues to grow and reach more children for Christ 
here in the United States and even around the world! Into locations we have never been and maybe never will be, 
the Gospel is streaming into homes and into the minds and hearts of people we’ve never met! In a recent 3-month 
period, the podcast had over 7,000 plays! The initial investment of equipment with which to produce this podcast 
was just a couple hundred dollars, but the talent and dedication of our missionary staff and the blessing of the Lord 
has multiplied that investment into great dividends of spiritual impact! 


Building Phases 1 and 2 Are Complete!

We were astounded by God’s goodness 
through your giving just one year ago when 
we opened up this campaign. Within a few 
short weeks, the funding for the first two 
phases of this project was in place. Today we 
can report that the current building has a new 
metal roof and the whole property has a new 
septic system. At the same time the septic 
was installed, the site work was done for the 
new building! 


The YouTube Channel  
Long have we hoped to put quality video material into the public sector where it can be found by children 
everywhere, and now it has become a reality! The full realization of this dream — a large catalog of videos done in 
several different styles — is yet to come, but we have a foundation! Several videos covering a broad array of topics 
are now available on our YouTube channel! Just search Ghhinc to find our ever-growing playlist of material! 


God’s Truth continues to be delivered “on the road” 
Truth Travelers, our current live stage presentation, continues to be presented in many locations throughout             
the coming months until the release of the Beatitude Bayou series in June of 2020.


This fall we hosted a couple of tours of our facility

Our current offices have begun to undergo a much needed “facelift”



When we designed the new website, we knew we wanted 
more than a pretty page. We wanted an environment where 
the gospel of Christ could be clearly proclaimed. Not only 
does our website provide the normal necessities such as 
contact info, bios and a schedule of programs, but we now 
provide online giving, all the podcast episodes right on the 
website, curriculum resources for churches and families and a 
news section all of which are consistently updated. This new 
website, along with a brand new YouTube page and the 
expansion of our podcast to new platforms, has increased our 
outreach potential to help children and families learn about 
Jesus while also staying connected with what we do at God's 
Helping Hands!

 


A Brand-New Face — www.ghhinc.org  

How You Can Help: 3 Specific Areas
1: Reach More Campaign — Building Phase 
Phases 1 and 2 are complete. Now comes the biggest phase, Phase 3: The New Building. The estimated cost of 
this phase is $230,000. Already donations have begun to arrive to make this vision a reality. The amount is large, 
but our God is bigger! Every gift carries us closer! 

2: Equipment Upgrade 
In a world of ever-changing technology, it’s important that we stay current if we are to remain relevant. Part of this 
includes upgrading our equipment from time to time. We are in need of a couple of new computers and some other 
equipment specially tailored to produce the unique outreach of this ministry. 

3: Missionary Giving  
Our missionary staff cannot exist without the faithful and generous support of churches and individuals. People (like 
Katie) who have been specially equipped by God to fulfill a very specific function (or several functions) with God’s 
Helping Hands need your helping hands to continue their needful work. Why not, as a family, “adopt” Katie or one 
of our other missionaries and make them a part of your extended family through your prayer and support? 

 Would you pray that God is honored by our work and will be glorified 
through it? We’re so excited to see how the Lord works through this 

amazing new resource and desire it to be a blessing to you!  

Upcoming Schedule 

December 15	  	 Bancroft Congregational 

January 	 	 In-House Filming 

February 	 	 In-House Filming

March 13	 	 Tree of Life School

March 29 	 	 Shores Community 

April 29 	 	 Rush Creek Bible Church

Visit our website schedule for newly added programs
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Support Level

Monthly Shortfall: $204  

Monthly Shortfall: $371 

Monthly Shortfall: $1615 

Monthly Shortfall: $451 

Monthly Shortfall: $1006  

Monthly Shortfall: $488  

Online Giving 
Sharing your monetary gifts with GHH is easier than ever when you use the new Online Giving function on the God’s 
Helping Hands website! Make your generous donation tax-free and “stamp-free” today! 



